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Abstract 
 

Successful projects are the ones that meet its stakeholder’s needs (cost, time and 

scope). The needs are not independent but are interrelated. However examples of 

successful projects are very rare. Rather whenever a project is discussed, the 

common topics are time and cost overrun, and strangely enough, the extent of 

overrun in not in single digit. 
 

Unlike operations (repeated set of activities), each project is said to be unique and 

pose different challenges on management and execution team. The complexities of a 

project increases manifold with its size. But if we analyse it closely we do find some 

trends emerging. Trend of common mistakes, trend of human behaviour and trend of 

cause and effect. 
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Large Projects 
Projects, large or small, have something in common. They all get delayed and they all seem to have 
similar reasons of failure: uncertainty (bad weather, emergencies, unreliability…) and complexity. A 
large project can be considered as a combination of many small sub projects, with integration at various 
points in time. Hence it is reasonable to assume that large projects have higher/multiple level of 
uncertainties and complexities, such as-‐ 

 Large numbers (100+) of suppliers and vendors (sync nightmare) ! Most work is done 
through sub-‐contractors 

 Contracts drive the execution behavior 
 What is good for the contract may not be good for the sub-‐contractor 
 Client changes his mind many time based on new opportunities to save money or make 

more money 
 

 
*Paper Presented at National Conference on ‘Building World Class Infrastructure- Role of Consultants’,  
on 12th Feb, 2016 at India International Centre, New Delhi 
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 Socio-economic (sometimes political factors) play a role 
 Too often resources are not available when required (even when promised). 
 Necessary things are not available on time (information, specifications, materials, designs, 

authorizations…). 
 There are fights about priorities between projects. ! There is too much re-‐work. 

 
 
Problem with Conventional Wisdom 

 
For year’s conventional wisdom has taught us that the solution to all these project management 
problems revolve around below beliefs: 

 
 !Put as many resources simultaneously to as many activities as possible (an idle resource 

is a waste. So keep resources busy at all times) 
 !The early we start the early we finish and so start as early as possible to improve on 

time delivery. 
 !In order to finish a project on time we need to finish each and every task on time. 
 !In order to ensure progress, we should measure the amount of work already completed. 

 
Most of the solutions designed in past are based on above beliefs and there has to be some reason, 
why even after so many years of trying to improve projects, it has resulted in no/marginal 
improvement. Projects continue to get late, and that too at much faster pace, projects continue 
to cost more, to a larger extent, and scope continues to change, even at final stages. 

 
If we analyze it deeply and take the cause & effect to the next level, it looks like: 

 
 The pressure to spread resources thin lead to Bad Multi Tasking. 
 The pressure to start early lead to multiple Start-‐Stop occasions. 
 The pressure to monitor and report progress of work lead to insufficient recovery time. 
 The pressure to complete and move the job forward lead to Poor Hands Transfer. 

 
This means, the basic beliefs based on which the solution to project management were 
designed are incorrect and a new direction is required. A direction that addresses the 
problems in today’s project management arena not only theoretically but also provides to us, 
a simple and impactful way to implement theory in execution. 

 
The nature of projects seems to be so complex and uncertain that the only way out seems to be taking 
enough safety during planning stage itself. But how come many times even when a huge safety is taken in 
planning, projects still get late? Is there a magical formula to derive how much safety is safe? 

How Much Safety is Safe? 
 

One way to rationalize the poor results of any project execution seems to be saying that there is an 
increasing pressure on completing the projects within time and hence all projects are designed with very 
less of excess time. This is not true. In fact the way the time estimates are given and project schedule is 
made, there is enough safety built in it. 

Every task manager wants to give a safe time estimate to project manager. “How safe” is an individual 
consideration based on experience, expertise and what happened last time when the person gave an 
estimate. There will always be a tendency to give a higher estimate if the person failed last time in 
meeting the estimates, for any reason. On an average it is reasonable to consider that task managers, 
unless paranoid, give time estimate with 80% probability of completion of task in time. Below graph 
shows(Fig 1.0) us the probability of completion versus time estimate given. Note that there is a 
probability of 50% of completing the task in half the time than duration at 80% probability. In other 
words, there is enough safety available for us at task level in every project. 
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Fig 1.0: Probability of Completion and time duration 

 
If this is the case, then 80% of our projects should complete in time or at least 80% of tasks 
should complete in time. However, this is never the case. Although there is enough task level 
safety to start with, this is lost during execution. 

 
Four human behaviors come into play. 

 Student Syndrome – Work gets started closer to deadline  
 Parkinson’s Law – Work expands to fill the time available 
 Bad multitasking – Higher number of open activities inflates time for each  
 Task dependency – Delays transfer but gains do not add up 

 
If we are able to find out a way to utilize this already available safety in tasks during execution, 
whenever we face uncertainties, our performance should improve. 

 
Where Safety Matters? 

 
The safety available at task level is wasted in execution and hence it is important to reconsider 
the placement of safety on a critical path (or critical chain in TOC terms). What if we take 
outsafety from individual tasks and put it at the end of the project/ end of the critical chain. Lets 
call it a ‘Project Buffer’. 
 
Will task managers agree to this? 
 
Depends on how we intend to measure them. Say, if we accept 50% on time performance of their 
estimates, they will. But more important is the fact that the safety available at the project level is available 
to all task managers whoever might need it. In other words, the safety of tasks is available for tasks itself, 
but is visible to all and should be used only if required. 
 
This definition of safety/buffer is different from project contingency/slack/float that is normally 
considered in projects. The contingency in traditional sense is available as a prerogative of management 
to compensate for broad uncertainties and initial planning assumptions. This is not the safety to account 
for delays in individual tasks and hence is never considered as a ‘right’ of task managers. Unlike the 
definition of ‘Project Buffer’ that we are considering here as a part of solution. 
 
In the new direction of solution, schedule generation is done where all tasks are estimated at a reasonable 
time for completion. This would be a time estimate that would give the resource a 50%-‐60% chance of 
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completing the task on time. The assumption being that one task may take less than its estimated time but 
another may take more – and average out. Since there is minimum safety at task level, the chances of 
misuse of time at the task level do not exist. 

 
 
Critical Chain Project Management (CCPM) 

 
Theory of Constraint’s (TOC) solution for project management is called CCPM, Critical Chain 
Project Management. CCPM looks at taking the local optima and translates it to global level to 
deliver holistic results. This is done through better day-‐ to-‐day synchronization through following: 
 

 Lower WIP (Stagger work areas) – Limiting the number of open tasks at any point in time. A 
good place to start is to reduce the current WIP of tasks by half and re-‐adjust it on the go. 

 Gating/Full Kitting – Ensuring that all requirements for a particular phase are completed before 
starting the phase. This might include, resources, approvals, drawings, budget. 

 Buffering – Taking the buffer out of individual tasks and placing it at the end of project. As a rule 
of thumb, one third of original task duration can be taken out at total can be put at the project end 
as a project buffer. In a large network of activities, a similar feeding buffer must be placed to all 
paths feeding to critical chain. 

 Buffer Management – As the work progresses on critical chain, the completion of critical chain 
Vs utilization of project buffer is monitored to estimate the project process. A single fever chart, 
as mentioned below can show us the project path over a period of time. A similar chart can be 
used in multi project environment showing us the status of various projects at a point in time.   

 
Management attention is required only if the project is in Red ( Fig 2.0). This simple mechanism helps all 
stakeholders to focus on what is important and take corrective action wherever and whenever required 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 2: Plot of Longest Chain completed against buffer consumed.  
 

In execution, above steps are combined with sub-‐contractor alignment. Contracting is done in a way that 
contractor’s behavior is directly guided by critical chain principles, and not merely by individual cost 
considerations. Another step to exploit available time comes from Lean/“Time & Motion Studies” to 
reduce cycle times for repeatable tasks on top long chains. 

As a complete process, CCPM helps project managers in establishing clear guidelines for planning and 
execution of projects successfully. 
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Conventional methods of project management have always focused on more detailing and 
working harder. However, study of successful projects have proved that projects needs to 
be seen holistically for finding out the leverage points and taking action accordingly. 

In large infrastructure projects, the simplicity of CCPM solution gives a very good 
planning and execution tool for management. The fever chart works very smoothly to 
deliver superior project results in a single project or multi-‐project environment. It helps 
to focus ‘Management Attention’, which is a real constraint, and deliver projects within 
time, cost and scope, which is a rarity. 

Background to Theory of Constraints 

The Theory of Constraints (TOC) is based on the assumption that any system, no matter 
how complex it seems, is governed by just a few elements. Identifying the system’s 
constraints and managing them accordingly produces fast paced results and fosters 
harmony throughout the system. 

Dr. Eliyahu Goldratt first introduced TOC through his book "The Goal". Even after 25 
years of its release, The Goal is still considered a classic must-‐read, common-‐sense 
manual for people at all levels in companies worldwide. Dr. Goldratt's subsequent books 
mark the major phases of TOC's evolution, expanding its scope and application to 
production/operation, supply chain, new product development, marketing & sales, retail 
management, finance & measures etc. 

TOC Solution for Project Management– CCPM 

In 1997, Dr. Goldratt came out with his engaging book Critical Chain for Project 
Management. The book turns to applying the TOC concepts to Project Management. After 
declaring the constraint to be the schedule's critical path, the book maps out a set of terms. 
The result is: 

Production term Project term 
Work center Product 
 

Task Time 

Pre-‐work center inventory Work buffer from the feeding tasks 
of the critical path 

Bottleneck work center 
 

Bottleneck resource 
 

 

TOC for Project Management this is done by 

 Accelerating the project cycle by applying TOC CCPM project management methodology 
– increasing flow of projects 

 Generate differentiating products by applying value driven innovation process on the 
product and engineering level. 

 Breaking the silos in the chain between OEM and dealers, between Vendor and OEMs to 
increase responsiveness and flexibility. Reducing lead times and surplus inventory, while 
increasing the ability to provide a wide range of options downstream. 

 

 

 

 


